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"So Audrey" may be the most coveted of compliments among women who
emulate Audrey Hepburn. To her legions of female fans, from teens on up,
she is a paragon of class and style. That's Therefore Audrey!Black
outfits? Ballet flats? Well, it doesn't get any more Audrey! than that.
A generous spirit? So Audrey! of you! Legendary superstar, trendsetter,
and humanitarian Audrey Hepburn continues to be the epitome of design,
charm, and humility in the face of enviable beauty for females of all
ages. Filled with style and beauty advice influenced by Audrey, paired
with gorgeous photos, this book imparts 59 little methods to put some
Hepburn in your stage.
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Classy, precisely what I wanted. Always Beautiful Would you not love the
best Audrey Hepburn and nothing impossibly could go wrong with regards
to Audrey's advices. She actually is simply starting to become aware of
"stars" and Audrey really is a good and classy part model. Five Stars My
daughter was so pleased with this publication. Arrived quickly and
exactly as described. Uncertain how this was missed as I thought it was
a whole new book Cute and sweet Another quote design book for Audrey's
life and things we continue steadily to admire about her. Lovely conent,
but reserve is damaged Nice book, however when I opened it the inside is
torn. If you want Audrey, you'll like this publication.There are bigger,
better, more comprehensive books out there about Audrey, but that is
that small something extra for the established fan. Beware - hardly any
text, mainly photos I was disappointed to find out that book is
primarily simply photos with quotations from Audrey Hepburn. My work as
a coffee table book, but definitely not worth the amount of money as a
Kindle purchase! It made a good gift. Great little book Exactly what I
was longing for, each page a small tribute to an excellent and beautiful
woman. Happy thank you. There isn't any lot of text just a quotation and
a striking picture of Audrey on each 2 page pass on. Great tips from my
idol ? Love these tips in one of the classiest females of her time. I
really do love Audrey. Delightful, little gift for the Audrey fan in
your daily life Great stocking stuffer or extra little gift with great
pics rather than much composing. If you are searching for a biography
this is not your book, but if you are looking for Audrey inspired Life
Hacks this is! This book is another very similar to How to Become Lovely
but I've been a fan of hers so I don't mind looking and reading even
more. We all could use just a little Hep inside our life! I really do
love Audrey. Nevertheless, Ms. Golightly is normally a hooker. It's
simply amazing how the entertainment media world enjoys their whores
with their hearts of gold. Found its way to pristine condition and on
time. Five Stars Nice book. My girl was simply as delighted with it as I
was. This book was just what I wanted for my 10 year old daughter.
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